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A Creative Philosophy of
Anticipation Da Capo Press,
Incorporated
It's the twenty-first century and
let's be honest - things are a little
disappointing. Contrary to every
World's Fair prediction, every
futuristic ride at Disneyland and
the advertisements on the last
page of every comic book, we are
not living the future we were
promised. By now, life was
supposed to be a fully automated,
atomic-powered, germ-free
Utopia, a place where a grown
man could wear a velvet spandex
unitard and not be laughed at.
Where are the ray guns, the flying
cars, and the hoverboards that we
expected? What happened to our
promised moon colonies? Our

robot servants? In Where's My
Jetpack?, roboticist Daniel H.
Wilson takes a hilarious look at
the future we always imagined for
ourselves. He exposes
groundbreaking technology,
spotlights existing prototypes and
reveals drawing-board plans. You
will learn which technologies are
already available, who made
them, and where to find them. If
the technology is not public, you
will learn how to build, buy, or
steal it. If it doesn't yet exist, you
will learn what barriers stand in
the way of making it real. With
thirty entries spanning everything
from underwater hotels to self-
contained skyscraper cities, and
superbly illustrated by Richard
Horne (101 Things to Do Before

You Die), Where's My Jetpack?is
a fascinating, one-of-a-kind look
at the world that we always
dreamed of and that we're still
waiting for.
New Plains Review: Fall
2011 Bloomsbury
Publishing USA
New York Times
Magazine cartoonist Tom
Gauld follows up his
widely praised graphic
novel Goliath with You’re
All Just Jealous of My
Jetpack, a collection of
cartoons made for The
Guardian. Over the past
eight years, Gauld has
produced a weekly
cartoon for the Saturday
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Review section of
Britain’s most well
regarded newspaper.
Only a handful of comics
from this huge and
hilarious body of work
have ever been printed in
North America –
exclusively within the
pages of the prestigious
Believer magazine.
You’re All Just Jealous of
My Jetpack distils
perfectly Gauld’s dark
humor, impeccable timing,
and distinctive style.
Arrests by the fiction
police and fictional towns
designed by Tom Waits

intermingle hilariously
with piercing
observations about human
behavior and whimsical
imaginings of the future.
Again and again, Tom
Gauld reaffirms his
position as a first rank
cartoonist, creating work
infused with a deep
understanding of both
literary and cartoon
history.
The Great American Jet Pack
Lulu.com
A hilarious pop-socio-
cultural history of the greatest
invention that never was, the
jetpack, and a participatory

journey through the bizarre
subculture of jetpack
enthusiasts in search of a
working model
Robopocalypse
Vintage
What science
fiction can teach
us about urban
planning Carl
Abbott, who has
taught urban
studies and urban
planning in five
decades, brings
together urban
studies and
literary studies to
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examine how
fictional cities in
work by authors as
different as E. M.
Forster, Isaac
Asimov, Kim Stanley
Robinson, and China
Miéville might help
us to envision an
urban future that
is viable and
resilient.
Imagining Urban
Futures is a
remarkable treatise
on what is best and
strongest in urban
theory and practice

today, as refracted
and intensely
imagined in science
fiction. As the
human population
grows, we can
envision an
increasingly urban
society. Shifting
weather patterns,
rising sea levels,
reduced access to
resources, and a
host of other
issues will
radically impact
urban environments,
while technology

holds out the dream
of cities beyond
Earth. Abbott
delivers a
compelling critical
discussion of
science fiction
cities found in
literary works,
television
programs, and films
of many eras from
Metropolis to Blade
Runner and Soylent
Green to The Hunger
Games, among many
others.

Where's My Jetpack?
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Farrar, Straus and Giroux
Discover the essential
thinking tools you’ve
been missing with The
Great Mental Models
series by Shane Parrish,
New York Times
bestselling author and the
mind behind the
acclaimed Farnam Street
blog and “The Knowledge
Project” podcast. This first
book in the series is your
guide to learning the
crucial thinking tools
nobody ever taught you.
Time and time again,
great thinkers such as

Charlie Munger and
Warren Buffett have
credited their success to
mental
models–representations of
how something works that
can scale onto other fields.
Mastering a small number
of mental models enables
you to rapidly grasp new
information, identify
patterns others miss, and
avoid the common
mistakes that hold people
back. The Great Mental
Models: Volume 1,
General Thinking
Concepts shows you how

making a few tiny changes
in the way you think can
deliver big results.
Drawing on examples from
history, business, art, and
science, this book details
nine of the most versatile,
all-purpose mental models
you can use right away to
improve your decision
making and productivity.
This book will teach you
how to: Avoid blind spots
when looking at problems.
Find non-obvious
solutions. Anticipate and
achieve desired outcomes.
Play to your strengths,
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avoid your weaknesses, …
and more. The Great
Mental Models series
demystifies once elusive
concepts and illuminates
rich knowledge that
traditional education
overlooks. This series is
the most comprehensive
and accessible guide on
using mental models to
better understand our
world, solve problems, and
gain an advantage.
The Mad Scientist's Guide to
World Domination John
Wiley & Sons
The book instructs readers in
the background of each

creature and the dangers each
present. It also includes a
catalog of the premodern
worlds most powerful
armament. This book details
everything a new generation of
valiant monster hunters needs
to know t
Baking With Kafka
Taylor & Francis
This edited collection
highlights the valuable
ontological and creative
insights gathered from
anticipation studies, which
orients itself to the future
in order to recreate the
present. The gathered
essays engage with many

writers from speculative
metaphysics to poetic
philosophy, ancient writing
systems to the fringes of
pataphysics. The book
situates itself as a creative
intervention in and with
various thinkers,
designers, artists,
scientists and poets to
offer insight into ways of
anticipating. It brings
together philosophical
practices for which
creativity is both a
fundamental area of
consideration and a mode
of working, a
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characterization of recent
Continental Philosophy
which takes a departure
from traditional futures
studies thinking. This book
will be of interest to
scholars and research in
futures studies,
anticipation, philosophy,
creative practice and
theories about creative
practice, as well as the
intersections between
philosophy, creativity and
business.
If You Had a Jetpack St.
Martin's Griffin
Elephants are great at many

things...playing hide-and-
seek is not one of them. The
Elephant Hobby and Sport
League is here to help all
those frustrated, always
"found" elephants out there
with The Elephants' Guide to
Hide-and-Seek. This handy
guide offers sympathy,
support, and superior hiding
solutions to elephants who
long to overcome their size
disadvantage when playing
hide-and-seek. A hilarious
tongue-in-cheek book
perfect for elephants and
their best human pals.
Readers of Have You Seen
Elephant? will love this silly

elephant game of hide and
seek, and all its handy tips
and tricks for hiding!
The Rough Guide to The
Future Routledge
In this wide-ranging
survey, Peter J. Bowler
explores the phenomenon
of futurology: predictions
about the future
development and impact
of science and technology
on society and culture in
the twentieth century.
Utilising science fiction,
popular science literature
and the novels of the
literary elite, Bowler
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highlights contested
responses to the potential
for revolutionary social
change brought about by
real and imagined
scientific innovations.
Charting the effect of
social and military
developments on attitudes
towards innovation in
Europe and America,
Bowler shows how conflict
between the enthusiasm
of technocrats and the
pessimism of their critics
was presented to the
public in books,
magazines and

exhibitions, and on the
radio and television. A
series of case studies
reveals the impact of
technologies such as
radio, aviation, space
exploration and genetics,
exploring rivalries between
innovators and the often
unexpected outcome of
their efforts to produce
mechanisms and
machines that could
change the world.
A History of the Future
John Hunt Publishing
The Answer to Global
Overload Contending with

the 24/7 news cycle and an
endless barrage of
choices and information
has stymied leadership
and decision-making
strategies among those at
the top. But we all know,
this is not a just a problem
for the elite. The broad-
based reaction to this
chaotic, unmanageable
assault has been to
retrench, and to focus on
immediate, controllable
decisions. In the process,
we lose sight of the
horizon. More dangerous
still, is the shift we’ve
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seen from value creation to
wealth creation, where
information technology 1.0
has enabled a transaction-
based society in which the
“deal” is more important
than the value it drives or
the relationships it is
based on. On our current
path, the odds of a better
future are slim. What we
need is a new value
proposition. Beating the
Global Odds is the answer
to the dangers of too much
of a good thing. There’s
no going back, but there is
the opportunity to set

things right. In this book,
Paul A. Laudicina,
Managing Partner and
Chairman of the Board of
global consulting firm A.T.
Kearney, provides a fast-
paced and engaging tour
of how we got to this point
and what we can do about
it. Drawing on examples
from everything from world
history and current media
to anecdotes from his vast
network of CEOs and the
world’s most innovative
thinkers, Laudicina helps
bring our world of
seemingly fuzzy and

disconnected pixels into
sharp focus. The result is
a compelling case for
change and call to
action—not only for global
leaders but also for
everyone who struggles
with the question of how
we can inspire and seize a
better future... how we can
beat the global odds.
Beating the Global Odds
Tor Books
Provides information on
using WordPress to
create and maintain blogs
and web sites, covering
such topics as domains,
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plugins, themes, creating
and managing content,
multimedia, and security.
Austerity Ecology & the
Collapse-Porn Addicts
Wesleyan University Press
**As seen on Top Gear**
'Richard Browning is a real-
life Tony Stark.' - Wired
--------------- For fans of
Adrian Newey, Guy Martin
and Chris Hadfield, in
Taking on Gravity inventor
Richard Browning tells the
inspiring story behind his
iconic jet suit, and shares
his creative principles for
generating true innovation.
From Icarus to Iron Man, the

dream of human flight has
always inspired and
challenged us. Now, with his
pioneering jet suit, Richard
Browning has redefined
what is possible. Richard
Browning's story is one of
groundbreaking innovation.
Building an aviation
business from his garage, he
has invented a whole new
form of personal flight - a
fantasy previously reserved
for the pages of science
fiction. His iconic jet suit has
captured the imaginations of
millions around the world,
triggered ongoing
developments in technology

and engineering, and
inspired a new generation of
creative minds to pursue
their dreams. In Taking on
Gravity, Browning reveals
the creative principles of his
multimillion-pound company,
Gravity Industries, and
shows us how grass-roots
innovation can disrupt
established industries in
exciting and unexpected
ways. On this journey into
the sky we'll experience
what it's like to take flight, to
test the limits of the human
body, and to convert
moonshot ideas into tangible
results. The Gravity story is
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an inspiring example of
human creativity and our
ceaseless desire to push the
boundaries of what is
possible. Where we go next
is up to you. READERS
LOVE THE 'TAKING ON
GRAVITY' STORY *****
'Tony Stark Lite' ***** 'Must
read for anyone looking for
inspiration to continue
pursuing their dream' *****
'Taking on Gravity by
Richard Browning is equal
parts inspiring, inquisitive,
soulful and ultimately a
fantastic read that I will
return to again.'
Taking on Gravity American

Library Association
A history of jet packs and
related devices, explaining
how the technology arose,
how it works and why we
don’t have them in our
garages today.
Jetpack Dreams Bloomsbury
Publishing USA
This book provides students
and other interested readers
with a comprehensive survey
of science fiction history and
numerous essays addressing
major science fiction topics,
authors, works, and subgenres
written by a distinguished
scholar. This encyclopedia
deals with written science
fiction in all of its forms, not
only novels and short stories

but also mediums often ignored
in other reference books, such
as plays, poems, comic books,
and graphic novels. Some
science fiction films, television
programs, and video games
are also mentioned, particularly
when they are relevant to
written texts. Its focus is on
science fiction in the English
language, though due attention
is given to international authors
whose works have been
frequently translated into
English. Since science fiction
became a recognized genre
and greatly expanded in the
20th century, works published
in the 20th and 21st centuries
are most frequently discussed,
though important earlier works
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are not neglected. The texts are
designed to be helpful to
numerous readers, ranging
from students first
encountering science fiction to
experienced scholars in the
field.
How to Build a Robot Army
Drawn & Quarterly
This book explores the
relationships between
humans, chickens, and
environments in the context
of protein production. The
history of these
relationships reveals them
to be increasingly
technological, which results
in humans becoming more
responsible for those

animals and their
environments.
Understanding this
development through the
configuration of various
kinds of protein machines is
key to confronting the kinds
of future we wish to promote,
and the characteristics of the
present we wish to sustain.
The book is organized
around narratives that
explore the concept of the
protein machine, with a
particular focus on the
development of the chicken
as it has moved from the
field to the factory to the
laboratory. These

transformations are
interconnected, and
culminate in efforts to
cultivate meat without the
animal. Our ultimate goal will
be to ask what kind of future
does this technology
envision, and what roles do
humans and animals play in
it?
Android Programming Wipf
and Stock Publishers
How do you spot a robot
mimicking a human? How
do you recognize and then
deactivate a rebel servant
robot? How do you escape
a murderous "smart" house,
or evade a swarm of
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marauding robotic flies? In
this dryly hilarious survival
guide, roboticist Daniel H.
Wilson teaches worried
humans the keys to
quashing a robot mutiny.
From treating laser wounds
to fooling face and speech
recognition, besting robot
logic to engaging in hand-to-
pincer combat, How to
Survive a Robot Uprising
covers every possible
doomsday scenario facing
the newest endangered
species: humans. And with
its thorough overview of
current robot prototypes-
including giant walkers,

insect, gecko, and snake
robots-How to Survive a
Robot Uprising is also a witty
yet legitimate introduction to
contemporary robotics. Full
of charming illustrations, and
referencing some of the
most famous robots in pop-
culture, How to Survive a
Robot Uprising is a one-of-a-
kind book that is sure to be a
hit with all ages. How to
Survive a Robot Uprising
was named as an ALA Quick
Pick for Reluctant Readers.
Daniel H. Wilson is a Ph.D.
candidate at the Robotics
Institute of Carnegie Mellon
University, where he has

received master's degrees in
Robotics and Data Mining.
He has worked in top
research laboratories,
including Microsoft
Research, the Palo Alto
Research Center (PARC),
and Intel Research Seattle.
Daniel currently lives with
several unsuspecting
roommates in a fully wired
smart house in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. This is his first
book. Two-color illustrations
throughout. Click here to
listen to an audio sample
and to purchase the
audiobook version of the
title.
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Reinventing Reference: How
Libraries Deliver Value in the
Age of Google Routledge
A Global Catastrophic Risk is
one that has the potential to
inflict serious damage to
human well-being on a global
scale. This book focuses on
such risks arising from natural
catastrophes (Earth-based or
beyond), nuclear war,
terrorism, biological weapons,
totalitarianism, advanced
nanotechnology, artificial
intelligence and social
collapse.
How to Survive a Robot
Uprising Sourcebooks,
Inc.
It goes without saying that

robots kill. They hunt,
swarm, and fire lasers
from their eyes. They even
beat humans at chess. So
who better to stand with us
when the real villains
arrive? Movies instruct us
that, whether we like it or
not, we will one day be
under siege by pirates,
ninjas, zombies, aliens,
and Godzilla. Also great
white sharks. And-let's
face it-we're not prepared.
But with the advice
contained in this brilliantly
illustrated, ingenious book,
you can build your own

robot army to fend off
hordes of bloodthirsty
foes. From common-sense
injunctions ("never
approach an unfamiliar
robot in a militarized
zone") to tactical pointers
("low-power radar beats
cameras for detecting
mummies in a fog-
shrouded crypt") to
engineering advice
("passive-dynamic
exoskeleton suits will
increase sprint speeds but
not leg strength"), this
book contains all the
wisdom you'll need to fend
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off the coming apocalypse.
Witty, informative, and
utterly original, How to
Build a Robot Army is the
ideal book for readers of
any age.
Trajectory of the 21st
Century Bloomsbury
Publishing USA
Science fiction has always
challenged readers with
depictions of the future.
Can the genre actually
provide glimpses of the
world of tomorrow? This
collection of fifteen
international and
interdisciplinary essays

examines the genre’s
predictions and breaks
new ground by
considering the prophetic
functions of science fiction
films as well as SF
literature. Among the texts
and topics examined are
classic stories by Murray
Leinster, C. L. Moore, and
Cordwainer Smith; 2001:
A Space Odyssey and its
sequels, Japanese anime
and Hong Kong cinema;
and electronic fiction.
Science Fiction and the
Prediction of the Future
Yale University Press

As well as being spatial,
planning is necessarily
also about the future – and
yet time has been
relatively neglected in the
academic, practice and
policy literature on
planning. Time, in
particular the need for
longer-term thinking, is
critical to responding
effectively to a range of
pressing societal
challenges from climate
change to an ageing
population, poor urban
health to sustainable
economic development.
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This makes the relative
neglect of time not only a
matter of theoretical
importance but also
increasing practical and
political significance. A
Future for Planning is an
accessible, wide-ranging
book that considers how
planning practice and
policy have been
constrained by short-
termism, as well as by a
familiar lack of spatial
thinking in policy, in
response to major social,
economic and
environmental challenges.

It suggests that failures in
planning often represent
failures to anticipate and
shape the future which go
well beyond planning
systems and practices;
rather our failure to plan
for the longer-term relates
to wider issues in policy-
making and governance.
This book traces the rise
and fall of long-term
planning over the past 80
years or so, but also sets
out how planning can take
responsibility for twenty-
first century challenges. It
provides examples of

successes and failures of
longer-term planning from
around the world. In short,
the book argues that we
need to put time back into
planning, and develop
forms of planning which
serve to promote the
sustainability and
wellbeing of future
generations.
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